Interesting Talk Given At Assembly by Noted English Author-Critic

Radio Talks Enjoying Lucrative Address

SPOKE MONDAY A.M.

Discusses Philosophies Of Famous Poet, John Keats

Early Monday morning in the gymnasium of the Student Union, a profuse audience, which included the students of both the college and normal school, heard a stimulating talk by John Keats, poet laureate of England, in which he discussed several of the characteristic philosophies of his famous contemporary, John Keats, poet laureate of England, in which he discussed several of the characteristic philosophies of his famous contemporary, John Keats, poet laureate of England.

Keats, who is known for his poetry, was a master of the romantic movement and is remembered for such works as "Ode to a Nightingale" and "Hyperion." His poetry is characterized by a rich imagination and a sensitivity to the beauty of nature.

The talk was well-received by the audience, who found Keats' insights into the world of poetry to be both enlightening and inspiring.
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Brice Is Signed For Five Years

Gentleman-Coach Will Continue Only as Football Mentor
By Ray Gailey

Agreement with Coach Brice assures Maine Alumni Board that 'Tory' will be on the staff next year. Coach Brice said he felt that athletics should be the highest point of a coach's career. The position and athletic fund accounts with the University are in perfect condition, and that the trust and property of the students is in no danger.

Brice's decision was the result of a thorough discussion in behalf of the board of trustees. Coach Brice said that the athletics department of the University was in the best position as far as coach and property were concerned. He was aware of the fact that some trustees were of the opinion that athletics was in a poor position and that the athletic fund was in danger. Coach Brice said that the position was better than it ever was in the University's history. The athletic fund had never been in a better position. Coach Brice added that he had never been happier in his life. He had never been happier in his life.

Freshman Basketball Teams Take 4 Wins

George Sawyer Individual Star at Freshmen Completely Swamps Cyper

The first contest successfully completed their 11th indoor track season. The next contest is expected to take place in the same location, as the board of trustees has decided to experiment with the possibilities, beginning with the season of 1936. The sole aim of the book is to serve the student, meet the demand for such an in%

Oak Hall Men

11 will continue to let you have the prices on clothing which I

We will Sell Your Books to the University Book Store.

In response to REPEATED DEMANDS that the University Book Store carry and sell SECOND-HAND BOOKS, we have decided to experiment with the possibilities, beginning with the SECOND-SEVEREST.

Students desiring to sell their books through this store are requested to bring all such books to us, sign a contract giving us the right to sell at the price required by the student, and give the store ten per cent of the sale price to cover the cost of handling, with THE UNDERSTANDING THAT ALL BOOKS NOT SOLD WITHIN THIRTY DAYS WILL BE RETURNED TO THE OWNERS.

The sole aim of the store is to serve the student; meet the demand for such an innovation in our business; pay the overhead cost for handling; and leave all parties satisfied.

MEMBER—

This is an experiment, and will be continued as a policy of the Store ONLY in case it proves satisfactory. THE UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY IS DEMANDING SUCH AN EXPERIMENT AND WE ARE WILLING TO GIVE IT A FAIR TRIAL.

The University Book Store Company
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Library Exhibits Sketches Made
By Advanced Drawing Student
The Library has on exhibition a great
day of pencil sketches by members of the ad-
class. The drawings, drawn for the most part
of architectural studies of various buildings
on the campus, clearly approach profes-
ional standards and are of great interest.
We have some work to
in better art galleries. The draw-
are exhibited in the main rooms
of the Library and are to be
the end of work.

M.C.A. Sends Famous College
Magazine To Fresman Show
A monthly magazine, The Dandelion
and Foxホームページ, is being sent to
Each of the freshmen houses by the
Christian Association. This magazine
is the official publication of the Associ-
ate V.M.C.A. of the United States.
It is a "to students journalist"
and is "dedicated to the Christian
Community. It also contains articles by
requested world leaders of today.

Jaggerett Better

The condition of Frank Pfeuler, who
has been seriously ill with infection,
considerably improved. He has been
sent from the Maine General Hospital
at Portland to his home in Dresden
where it is reported that he is making
considerably and is, as he says, on recovery.
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The condition of Frank Pfeuler, who
has been seriously ill with infection,
considerably improved. He has been
sent from the Maine General Hospital
at Portland to his home in Dresden
where it is reported that he is making
considerably and is, as he says, on recovery.